Hadoop等大数据学习相关电子书[共85本]

下面的大数据学习电子书我会陆续上传，敬请关注。

一、Hadoop

1、Hadoop Application Architectures
3、Hadoop Security Protecting Your Big Data Platform
4、Field Guide to Hadoop An Introduction to Hadoop, Its Ecosystem, and Aligned Technologies
5、Hadoop Operations A Guide for Developers and Administrators
6、Hadoop Backup and Recovery Solutions
7、Enterprise Hadoop（2015年12月出版）
8、Hadoop Virtualization
9、Hadoop MapReduce v2 Cookbook, 2nd Edition
10、Data Analytics with Hadoop（2015年12月出版）
11、Real-World Hadoop
12、Hadoop For Dummies
13、Mastering Hadoop
14、Hadoop for Finance Essentials
15、Hadoop Essentials - Tackling the Challenges of Big Data with Hadoop
16、Learning Hadoop 2
17、Optimizing Hadoop for MapReduce
18、Scaling Big Data with Hadoop and Solr, 2nd Edition
19、Hadoop Beginner's Guide
20、Hadoop Real-World Solutions Cookbook
21、Professional Hadoop Solutions
22、Securing Hadoop
23、Instant MapReduce Patterns - Hadoop Essentials How-to
24、Microsoft SQL Server 2012 with Hadoop
25、Scaling Big Data with Hadoop and Solr
26、Hadoop MapReduce Cookbook
27、Hadoop Operations, 2nd Edition
28、Zwinna analiza danych. Apache Hadoop dla ka?dego
29、Big Data Analytics with R and Hadoop
30、Hadoop Cluster Deployment
31、Hadoop: The Definitive Guide, 3th Edition
32、Hadoop: The Definitive Guide, 2th Edition
33、Hadoop: The Definitive Guide, 1th Edition
34、Hadoop in Practice 2nd Edition
35、Pro Apache Hadoop
36、Data Algorithms: Recipes for Scaling Up with Hadoop and Spark
38. Hadoop in Practice 1st Edition
40. Hadoop in Action
41. Apache Hadoop YARN: Moving beyond MapReduce and Batch Processing with Apache Hadoop 2 (Addison-Wesley Data & Analytics Series) 1st Edition
42. Getting Started with Impala: Interactive SQL for Apache Hadoop
43. MapReduce Design Patterns: Building Effective Algorithms and Analytics for Hadoop and Other Systems
44. Hadoop in Action 2nd Edition
45. Agile Data Science: Building Data Analytics Applications with Hadoop
46. Apache Oozie: The Workflow Scheduler for Hadoop
47. Hadoop 2 Quick-Start Guide: Learn the Essential Aspects of Big Data Computing in the Apache Hadoop 2 Ecosystem (Addison-Wesley Data & Analytics Series) 1st Edition
48. Hadoop Essentials: A Quantitative Approach
49. Pro Hadoop (Expert's Voice in Open Source) 2009th Edition
50. Hadoop Explained
52. Hadoop Operations and Cluster Management Cookbook
53. Practical Hadoop Security
54. Monitoring Hadoop
55. YARN Essentials
56. Introduction to Hadoop for Bioinformatics
57. Pro Microsoft HDInsight: Hadoop on Windows
58. Hadoop. Soluciones Big Data
60. Programming Elastic MapReduce: Using AWS Services to Build an End-to-End Application

二、Spark

1. Advanced Analytics with Spark Patterns for Learning from Data at Scale
2. Spark Operations: Operationalizing Apache Spark at Scale
3. Learning Spark: Lightning-Fast Big Data Analysis
4. Spark Cookbook
5. Fast Data Processing with Spark, 2nd Edition
6. Machine Learning with Spark
7. Fast Data Processing with Spark

三、Hive

1. Programming Hive
2. Apache Hive Essentials
3、Instant Apache Hive Essentials How-to

四、Hbase

1、HBase: The Definitive Guide
2、Architecting HBase Applications: A Guidebook for Successful Development and Design
3、HBase: The Definitive Guide, 2nd Edition
4、HBase Design Patterns
5、Learning HBase
6、HBase Essentials
7、HBase in Action
8、HBase Administration Cookbook

五、Flume

1、Apache Flume: Distributed Log Collection for Hadoop
2、Apache Flume: Distributed Log Collection for Hadoop, 2nd Edition
3、Using Flume: Flexible, Scalable, and Reliable Data Streaming

六、Zookeeper

1、Apache ZooKeeper Essentials
2、ZooKeeper: Distributed Process Coordination

七、Kafka

1、Apache Kafka
2、Learning Apache Kafka, 2nd Edition
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